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Abstract— Firefox Operating System and Chrome Operating 

System despite the fact that propelled numerous years prior, 

1/3 A Comparative Study between Chrome OS and Firefox 

OS are still new to the World market. Windows and Android 

are the defining moment players around there. This paper 

breaks down how much zone Firefox and Chrome has 

shrouded in the OS market. Regardless of whether 

individuals like the highlights offered by them by taking 

overview and what number of individuals really realize that 

such OS exist. An examination of the OS with their 

particular rival OS in their individual field (Firefox in 

Smartphone and tablets while Chrome in Desktops) is made. 

A conclusion is drawn as of which OS out of the two has 

proceeded. According to the study, 64. 2% of the general 

population knew about the Chrome OS and 54. 7% of the 

general population knew about Firefox OS. 64. 2% of 

individuals were prepared to utilize Chrome OS and 50. 9% 

for Firefox OS. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Chrome OS[1] is a working framework in view of the Linux 

piece and planned by Google to work with web applications 

and introduced applications. At first, Chrome OS was very 

nearly an unadulterated web thin customer working 

framework, with just a bunch of "local" applications, 

however Google bit by bit started urging designers to make 

"bundled applications", some of which can work 

disconnected. In 2014, Google redesigned its Play Store 

principles for bundled applications, requiring that these 

applications work disconnected. Around a similar time, 

Google additionally declared that Chrome OS would pick up 

the capacity to run Android applications locally, by late 

2014. In September 2014, App Runtime for Chrome (beta) 

was propelled together with four Android applications 

having the capacity to keep running on Chrome OS.  

Chrome OS is based upon the open source venture 

called Chromium OS which, not at all like Chrome OS, can 

be gathered from the downloaded source code. Chrome OS 

is the business form introduced on particular equipment 

from Google's assembling accomplices. The dispatch date 

for retail equipment including Chrome OS was deferred 

from late 2010 to June 15, 2011, and "Chromebooks" from 

Samsung and Acer transported in July 2011. Firefox OS[2] 

(venture name: Boot to Gecko, otherwise called B2G) is a 

Linux bit based open-source working framework for cell 

phones, tablet PCs and keen TVs. It is being created by 

Mozilla, the non-benefit association best known for the 

Firefox internet browser. Firefox OS is intended to give an 

entire, network based elective framework for cell phones, 

utilizing open benchmarks and methodologies, for example, 

HTML5 applications, JavaScript, a vigorous benefit show, 

open webAPIs to discuss straightforwardly with PDA 

equipment, and application commercial center. Accordingly, 

it rivals industrially created working frameworks, for 

example, Apple's iOS, Google's Android, Microsoft's 

Windows Phone's, BlackBerry 10 and Jolla's Sailfish OS. 

II. CHROME OPERATING SYSTEM 

A. Development [7] [8] 

Google reported Chrome OS on July 7, 2009, depicting it as 

a working framework in which the two applications and 

client information live in the cloud. To find out advertising 

prerequisites, the organization depended on casual 

measurements, including observing the use examples of 

around 200 Chrome OS machines utilized by Google 

workers. Designers likewise noticed their own particular use 

designs. Matthew Papakipos, previous building executive 

for the Chrome OS venture, put three machines in his home 

and ended up signing in for brief sessions: to influence a 

solitary hunt to question or send a short email.  

On November 19, 2009, Google discharged 

Chrome OS's source code as the Chromium OS venture. 

Similarly as with other open source ventures, engineers can 

alter the code from Chromium OS and fabricate their own 

particular renditions, while Chrome OS code is just 

bolstered by Google and its accomplices and just keeps 

running on equipment intended for the reason. Not at all like 

Chromium OS, Chrome OS is consequently refreshed to the 

most recent form.  

He reviewed a work area which looked 

fundamentally the same as the Chrome program, and, 

notwithstanding the standard program tabs, additionally had 

application tabs, which consume less room and can be stuck 

for simpler access. At the gathering, the working framework 

booted up in seven seconds, a duration Google said it would 

work to decrease. 

B. Features 

Chrome updates itself for free. So clients dependably have 

the most recent and most prominent versions with no 

requirement for manual downloads and updates. 

 Requires about 7 seconds to boot. 

 Chrome OS stays synchronized with Android 

telephones and tablets. 

 An enormous number of Chrome OS good applications 

works both on the web and disconnected, including 

Gmail, Google Docs, New perusing applications and 

some more. 

 Chrome OS is arranged to distributed storage. 

 User can get Android notices on Chrome OS gadget like 

an instant message. 

 Android application can chip away at Chrome OS 

gadget and the other way around. 

C. User Interface [5]  

 Chrome OS Desktop Screen  
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 Programs in the taskbar 

 

III. FIREFOX OPERATING SYSTEM 

A. Development [9] [10] 

In July 2012, Boot to Gecko was rebranded as 'Firefox OS', 

after Mozilla's notable work area program, Firefox, and 

screen captures started showing up in August 2012.  

In September 2012, examiners Strategy Analysts 

estimate that Firefox OS would represent 1% of the 

worldwide Smartphone showcase in 2013 – its first year of 

business accessibility.  

In February 2013, Mozilla reported plans for 

worldwide business take off of Firefox OS. Mozilla declared 

at press conference before the beginning of Mobile World 

Congress in Barcelona that the principal wave of Firefox OS 

gadgets will be accessible to purchasers in Brazil, Colombia, 

Hungary, Mexico, Montenegro, Poland, Serbia, Spain and 

Venezuela. Mozilla has additionally reported that LG 

Electronics, ZTE, Huawei and TCL Corporation have 

focused on making Firefox OS gadgets. 

B. Features [4] [12] 

Web is the stage for Firefox OS – applications are 

constructed utilizing HTML5 (alongside CSS3 and 

JavaScript) rather than local dialects.  

 Apps share normal styling traditions, and in this manner 

give a reliable outline factor, making it simple for 

clients to get around the application's usefulness.  

 Firefox OS, controlled by Gecko motor, runs just sites 

as applications, known as web applications.  

 Web applications will come in two structures for 

Firefox OS,  

1) Hosted applications will be facilitated on Mozilla's 

server and will be downloaded and stacked each 

time the client get to them, i.e., they are very 

similar to website pages rather than applications, 

and they won't run if information association falls 

flat.  

2) Packaged applications will be downloaded once as 

a compacted bundle and will be stacked from the 

neighborhood source each time the client get to 

them, i.e., they are very indistinguishable 

applications on other working frameworks.  

 One look bar for the client's telephone and the web:  

Firefox OS incorporates a simple to utilize seek, simply type 

a solitary word like "formulas" to see related applications 

and web comes about. (i.e. sites nearly as  

though they were applications)  

 Accessing WhatsApp on Firefox OS utilizing 

WhatsApp customer 'Loqui'.  

 Groups comparative applications into classes. 

C. User Interface [5]  

1) Firefox OS home screen  

 
2) Screen Lock 
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3) Security Features and Incoming Call Screen 

 

IV. SURVEY  

1) Questionnaire 

What is your age?  

 Under 18  

 18-24  

 25-40  

 40+  

2) What is your occupation?  

 Student  

 Businessman  

 Entrepreneur  

 Unemployed  

 Other:  

3) Which OS do you currently use for computer and/or 

laptop?  

 Windows  

 Mac  

 Linux  

 Other:  

4) WhichOS do you currently use for mobile and/or tablet?  

 Android  

 Windows  

 iOS  

 Other  

5) What do you like the MOST about the OS that you use?  

 User Friendly  

 Variety of Applications  

 Unique Features  

 Security  

 Other:  

6) Would you like if your computer can boot or start in 7 

seconds?  

 Yes  

 No  

 Maybe  

7) Would you like to use android applications on a 

different operating system?  

 Yes  

 No  

 Maybe  

8) Would you like 'Applications opening in the form of 

tabs'?  

 Yes  

 No  

 Maybe  

9) Would you like to receive your Android notifications on 

your PC?  

 Yes  

 No  

 Maybe  

10) Would you like to use 'Webapps' instead of websites?  

 Yes  

 No  

 Maybe  

11) Are you aware of Chrome OS?  

 Yes  

 No  

12) Are you aware of FIREFOX OS? 

 Yes 

 No 

13) Would  you  like  to  try  the  Chrome  OS?  (Link  for 

 information about the OS:  www.goo.gl/grR0kd) 

Yes 

 No 

14) Would  you  like  to  try  the  Firefox  OS?  (Link  for 

information about the OS: www.goo.gl/ynJZ9g) 

 Yes 

 No 

V. ANALYSIS OF SURVEY  

A. Age and Occupation 
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B. Currently Used OS 

 

 

C. Awareness of OS 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D. Interest in OS 

 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

By the investigation of our review, it is obvious that there is 

an awesome absence of mindfulness about both – Chrome 

OS and Firefox OS. In this manner, individuals are doubtful 

about utilizing it. Be that as it may, when they were gotten 

some information about particular highlights of every one of 

the OS, greater part of the general population loved them. 

Additionally subsequent to being made mindful about the 

highlights of the OS, many individuals were willing to try 

them out as appeared in our examination. Additionally, 

clients enjoyed a specific OS due to its 'ease of use'. This 

can be consolidated by both Chrome OS and Firefox OS to 

claim for more individuals. The market for OS on portable 

gadgets is ruled by Android and the market for OS on PCs 

in ruled by Windows as appeared in our outcomes. In this 

manner, we presume that both Chrome OS and Firefox OS 

need to persistently work for better showcasing and item 

mindfulness. 
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VII. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

Since both Chrome OS and Firefox OS are still in the 

advancement stage, numerous progressions and up--degrees 

are yet to go to the fore. After another refreshed variant of 

both of the OS is discharged, another study that incorporates 

the most recent refreshes about the specific OS should be 

possible. Additionally, investigate should be possible on the 

assortment of equipment gadgets that would bolster a 

specific Operating System. The effect of the equipment on 

the OS can be investigated. Likewise if new items enter in 

the market, their examination can be drawn with the Chrome 

OS and Firefox OS. Hence, the degree for future upgrade in 

this area is wide. 
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